
Need for Intelligent Real-Time SAP 
Landscape Security
ERP systems holding the “Crown Jewels” of 
enterprise data has become strategic targets to 
cybercriminals. Numerous SAP security 
vulnerabilities and well-documented security flaws 
remain unpatched, unmitigated and unmonitored. 
Even well patched SAP systems leave open doors to 
both cybercrime and internal threats of the 
organization. 

Activity logging is another important security 
measure to establish security defense mechanisms 
required by authorities and regulators to ensure 
audit trails for both compliance and forensics 
purposes. However, the challenge of manual log 
monitoring and investigations of terabytes of logs is 
“mission impossible” and makes most experts 
wanting a new job. 

Vulnerable custom code, unsafe RFC configurations 
and complete lack of insight to SAP security 
conditions of the security team are examples of 
serious security issues when aiming to secure the 
digital enterprise data and its most valuable data.

Along with ever changing landscapes, a continuous 
digital and intelligent real-time approach to the 
security process (Identify - Protect - Detect - 
Respond) is of utmost importance to the success of 
digital business.

SecurityBridge® by ABEX provides – out-of-the-box 
– answers to these highly relevant concerns. With 
minimal installation effort and tuning, you will 
transform your SAP system from a “black box” to a 
“white box” for your security team within only a 
few days.

Master the Complexity of Real-Time Cyber 
Security of Your SAP Landscape

SecurityBridge® by ABEX

Fact Sheet

Turn your SAP landscape from a 
“Black Box” into a “White Box” for 

your security team.
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Contact us today  
to schedule an eye-opening 
demo or workshop:

» Jakob.Fogt@itelligence.dk
» www.itelligencegroup.com/contact

Once You Automate Your SAP Security 
Using SecurityBridge, Your Capabilities Are:

Event Correlation
SecurityBridge correlates data from all relevant SAP 
data sources in real-time. Far more information 
than the standard SAP Security Audit Log is able 
to report on. The deep integration enables our 
customer to identify complex vulnerability exploits. 

Custom Code Scan
SecurityBridge performs custom ABAP code 
vulnerability scans. Supports all SAP applications 
running an ABAP-stack, including those running 
within SAP‘s Enterprise Cloud. Help control your 
security by design strategy.

Alert in Real Time
SecurityBridge gives insight into suspicious 
activities occurring across your organization’s entire 
SAP landscape. This enables you to immediately 
identify breaches and react in time to prevent 
critical damage to your business

Out of the Box
To enable immediate detection SecurityBridge is 
delivered pre-configured, out-of-the-box. Your 
SAP landscape can be monitored for internal and 
external threats, even without deep SAP expertise 
and only a few days of implementation time.

Feed Your SIEM
Integrate SAP security within your overall IT 
security strategy. SecurityBridge is a powerful and 
extensible solution, linking any SAP environment 
to any SIEM solution. Bridge the expertise required 
to assess vast amount of SAP metrics to filter 
true threats and significantly reduce log size and 
enhance log quality.

RFC Pentest
SecurityBridge performs penetration testing of 
all of your RFC connections to identify insecure 
configurations allowing for unauthorized cross 
system communication.

Evaluate Threats
SecurityBridge removes “the noise from the music”. 
Events are evaluated against a risk pattern in order 
to set a reliable severity scoring. Enable full audit 
and security logging without hampering your 
business.

Updates
Recommendations and vulnerabilities from expert 
groups, such as the German SAP User Group 
(DSAG), blackhat and SAP are continuously 
integrated, to ensure an up-to-date threat detection.

Easily add real-time internal 
& external threat protection 
to the “Crown Jewels” of 
your digital enterprise.

Contact Us:

We are very happy to 

provide further 

material and 

information showing 

why SecurityBridge is a 

perfect match for your 

company. We are also 

happy to arrange an 

obligation free meeting 

to discuss you needs 

and requirements for 

future Information 

Security Management.

We look forward to 

hear from you!

Use Technology - Not Humans!
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